
WALK IN A ROMAN GARDEN: 
6 DAYS AND 5 NIGHTS FULL BOARD

6  DAYS  HIK ING PROGRAM

LEVEL FOR THIS HIKE : MEDIUM - CONFIRMED



BOUGRES D'ÂNES

 

Brionnais is a small discreet country in the heart of France, south of Burgundy. Often called the country of
"green gold", Brionnais is also a land of water! A part on the river Loire, and a part on a beautiful and
preserved hedgerow ! And it is with our donkey, that we propose you to discover it. Let's take time to
deconnect and find the pleasure of being simply together!



You start your hike gently through the towpath of the canal, then cross the river Loire to
hike on the small paths of Brionnais:  paths are bordered with hedgerows : it's typical of
the Brionnais grove. You will pass under the small village of Fleury la Montagne. You will
see in the distance the church of Mailly and you will end your hike at Saint Julien de Jonzy.
It's a varied and very panoramic hike (distance : 14 km).

DAY 1
ADVENTURE IS BEGINNING
15 km (Short cut possible: 1,5 and 3 km) - 4 h of walk / D+ : 367 m et D- : 189 m

Celine waits you at 16:30, if you arrive the day before the hike (strongly recommended if you
have more than 2 hours of driving) or the same day of departure at 08:30 - 9:00 at a place
called Putinat in the town of Melay in Saône et Loire (71340). You will be introduced to your
donkey, and then you will be explained how to brush it well, clean the feet and equip it with its
material. After it, all the good advice to drive your donkey in peace will be given to you! 
Then, Céline will give you two big bags in wich you'll have to put your luggage for the hike.
Then you'll study your maps IGN, road maps and all the information necessary for the smooth
running of your stay!

Arrived at Bougres d'ânes farm: Preparation of the donkey (about 2 hours)

D +: elevation gain, D-: negativ elevation.
The walking times are estimates, they do not take into account breaks, and your personal

rythm of walking. 
The distances and elevations are given as an indication.



ACCOMODATIONS
SUGGESTED :

The lodging of this stage, is placed there, at the top of a hill, in the
heart of Brionnais in the small village of St Julien de Jonzy. 

A breathtaking view awaits you on the mountains of the Montains
of "la Madeleine", there, on the other side of the Loire Valley that

you have just left.
Old renovated farmhouse, they became a timeless place, good for
relaxation after a good hike, but also places of sharing where you

will be received as friends.
Meals provided on site wine included.

You can sleep in a bed and breakfast or Wigwam up to 5 people in
the same room.

Maximum capacity (in several rooms): 10 people



A day like a promise: time for oneself, the sweetness of the landscape
and an authentic nature ... for all that, you will find the valley of the Bézo,
pretty little river winding in the middle of the meadows or graze
peacefully the cows charolaises. You can then go for a quiet day or alone
pushes the pace of the current ... then you will reach your evening step
crossing the small forest of Foumoux.

DAY 2
FIND THE SWEETNESS OF LIFE
12,5 km - 3h30 of walking (short cut possible of 2 km) : D+ : 234 m et D - : 319 m
 

D +: elevation gain, D-: negativ elevation.
The walking times are estimates, they do not take into account breaks, and your personal

rythm of walking. 
The distances and elevations are given as an indication.



ACCOMODATIONS
SUGGESTED :

On the edge of the forest, far from any civilization, imagine a
tipi camp: an exotic experience in the middle of the woods,
with 2 teepees of 5 beds or a trapper hut of 4 beds.
Ideal for children: so much space where to run and for
parents: here ends the road, so there is no traffic and
therefore no security problem to let your children run
wherever they want!
 
 
 

http://www.entreterreetloire.com/


D +: elevation gain, D-: negativ elevation.
The walking times are estimates, they do not take into account breaks, and your personal

rythm of walking. 
The distances and elevations are given as an indication.

It is towards the eastern borders of Brionnais that you will venture: small
stone walls, small chapel, and one discreet Romanesque church in
Vareilles, so many small hidden treasures that will be offered to you.
Here, everything is only calm, luxury and pleasure, it will take time to
daydream under a big oak tree, to put you in the rhythm of the
Charolaises who brood, watch the buzzards and hawks hunt, close your
eyes to better listen and feel : tWhat a pleasant hike!

DAY 3
A SECRET ROMAN'S GARDEN
14 km - 4 h walking (short cut possible of 2 km) : D+ : 252 m et D - : 258 m
 



ACCOMODATIONS
SUGGESTED :

Here three very different accommodation options,
but each time you will be welcomed by farmers,
either Charolais breeders or dairy farmers.
The tree house is a real experience and Christelle
will take time to show you her small farm, with pigs,
chicken ,ducks and goats.
The lodging of Marie Françoise, all in simplicity is an
ideal place to relax. And if you wish, you can go wit
her at the milking of cows in the evening (pool there)
The guest rooms of the farm of Philippe and Marie
Christine, Charolais breeders is a marvel of
architecture. We arrive there by a beautiful stone
gate and here too, the calm will be incredible!
 
 

http://www.entreterreetloire.com/


Amazing hike that will take you to Oyé, through this beautiful
peaceful village that has a castle (fifteenth-sixteenth century). You
can visit the French garden, from July to the end of August. 
Oye depended on the lords of Semur until in the thirteenth century
a junior branch inherited it.
It is a breeding area that you cross and that beautiful farms that you
will meet will be proof that this breeding has allowed the wealth of
these lands! That's why we talk about green gold!

DAY 4

THE GREEN GOLD OF BRIONNAIS
16 km - 4 h 30 walking (short cut 2 and 5 km) :  D+ : 335 m / D- : 250 m

D +: elevation gain, D-: negativ elevation.
The walking times are estimates, they do not take into account breaks, and your personal rythm of walking. 

The distances and elevations are given as an indication.



ACCOMODATIONS
SUGGESTED :

After this beautiful day of walking, here too, three
very different accommodations are possible:
Beautiful B & B in an old family farm
A very comfortable woody caravan (air conditioning)
A little gite where Yvonne and Pierre, passionate
about Romanesque art can tell you the history of the
country, but also make you visit the small classroom
1900 :  they have reconstituted, the cottage being in
a former school .
 

http://www.entreterreetloire.com/


It's a balancing day: it goes up as much as it goes down! That's why 
 we call this part of Brionnais the "little Switzerland" :many hills and
valleys compose it and give a good rhythm to your hike! You will
then finish your hike in a beautiful forest on softer elevations!

DAY 5

THE LITTLE SWITZERLAND OF BRIONNAIS
14 km - 4h walking (short cut 1,5 and 3,5 km) :  D+ : 330 m / D- : 322 m

D +: elevation gain, D-: negativ elevation.
The walking times are estimates, they do not take into account breaks, and your personal rythm of walking. 

The distances and elevations are given as an indication.



ACCOMODATIONS
SUGGESTED :

In the countryside, quiet, with beautiful views,
Catherine, born in this house and François, the guy
from Toulouse, welcome you in a renovated
farmhouse. 
 
This house is the family home of Catherine, several
generations succeed and many photos hanging on
the walls of the house will tell you about this time
that young people of 20 forget ...
 
Catherine, wich is a professionnal cooker, will make
you dream with all the the good farm products of the
area.
 
A room for 5 people, a room for 4 people and a room
for 3 people: total capacity: 12 people
 

http://www.entreterreetloire.com/


A day to disconnect: your program "nature and tranquility": you start your
hike in the forest: you cross huge forests of hardwoods like the wood of
the tower, the big wood, the wood of the priests, the wood of the king. At
the exit of this forest, it's easy to arrive on the heights of Iguerande, where
you finish the hike by visiting the magnificent Romanesque church of
Iguerande overlooking the Loire Valley, a breathtaking view on the river ...
Give yourself space time !
 

DAY 6 : BACK TO THE RIVER !
14 km - 4 h of hiking / D+ : 254 m et D- : 432 m



PRICES  2020  FOR6 DAYS OF  HIKE  AND 5  NIGHTS FULL  BOARD

585 € per adult in a double room full board
310 € per child from 12 years old full board
245 € per child under 12 years old full board
130 € per child under 4 years old full board

Sleeping child in a baby bed and under 4 years old: free
 

These prices are for minimum two adults and maximum 5 people sharing the same room.
A supplement will be indicated during the quote for:

Single adults or single adults with one or more children
Groups wanting separate rooms

Families of more than 5 people (two guest rooms will be necessary at certain stages)
In all cases, these prices are given as an indication, according to your requests, a quote will be established before

booking.
 

These prices include:
One Donkey, hiking material and food for the donkey

The complete organization of your hike
Accomodation during the hike in full board in guest comfort B&B, wigwam from picnic day 1 to picnic day 6

The start briefing: advices for driving a donkey, itinerary
The IGN map traces of each hiking day, as well as a detailed road map.
The GPX tracks of each day of hiking downloadable before your arrival

 



These rates do not include:
Drinks out of diner and personal expenses

Accommodation the day before and the last day of hiking
Transport to the starting point of the hike and return

The repatriation of the donkey and hikers at the starting point in case of abandonment on your part
Insurance, including cancellation insurance

 
Possible options:

 
An extra night at the donkey farm, in bed and breakfast half board, the day before (strongly recommended if you are

more than 2 hours drive from Melay (71340)) and the last day of hiking, to stay zen again an evening :
From 59 € per adult in a double room with half board

From 39 € per child from 12 years old half board
From € 25 per child under 12 years old half board
From € 15 per child under 4 years old half board
Sleeping child in cot and under 4 years old: free

 
These rates will be confirmed during your booking, because it depends on the availability of accommodation.
Extra donkey (recommended if more than 4 people and highly recommended if more than 5 people) : 330 €

Cancellation insurance
 

ATTENTION: This program is given as an indication, it is likely to be modified according to the climatic conditions, the level
of the group and / or the availability of accommodation.



how to prepare your hike with a donkey :
 

How many donkeys? 
With the maximum weight that can carry a donkey (30 to 35 kilos maximum per donkey, weight of luggage and children includ), we
recommend to book one donkey for 3 to 4 people; this rule can change according to the age of the children and their ability to
walk the whole hike or not : we advise you to evaluate the weight that the donkey will have to carry during the hike and possibly
take an extra donkey. 
If necessary, donkeys can carry young children (under your responsibility) for short distances several times a day when they are
tired or if you need to move more quickly.
If  you want to do this trek with very young children under 3 years, it is quite possible but they will have to be carry by an adult
(scarf of portage, baby carrier) 

Can I come with my dog ? 
 Some accommodations do not accept dogs, so it is imperative to notify us if you wish to be accompanied by a dog, so that we
offer you a suitable circuit. Your dog must be gentle : he must accept other animals : donkeys, cats, dogs, rabbits, pigs that he will
meet in the different accommodations where you will stay. Your dog must be on a leash on arrival at the accommodation and if
the owner asks for it, you must let it hang. Is your dog trained enough to hike? Remember to do a small preventive treatment two
weeks before the hike to harden the pads (ask your veterinarian for advice). 
 

Problems during the hike? 
In case of problems with your donkey during the hike: problem of health, hooves... not detected at the start of the hike, the donkey
will be replaced very quickly 
If you decide to stop the hike on your own without good reason, you can be repatriated on the basis of 1 € by km (maximum 50 €)



additional food (including for the donkey), meals, breakfasts and pic nic are very plentiful, do not worry

Prepare your luggage
 

Do not take too much things (remember 30 to 35 kilos maximum weight of luggage and children included) : take only
useful things! Two bags in which you must distribute your luggage to balance the weigh in each bags (a peson to

weigh the luggage will be provided for all the hike) will be given the day before the hike.
 

What you need:
Your clothes (do not forget a practical and light rain suit and caps)

Good hiking shoes and possibly a second pair to rest the feet at night BUT LIGHT (type sandal)
Shower gel and shampoo not included in the B&B

A gourd of at least 1.5 liters per person which will be filled each morning before your departure.
A small emergency pharmacy (antiseptic, bandages, aspirin, mosquito and anti ticks, sun cream)

A bicycle helmet for children riding on the donkey (MANDATORY, not provided)
One or more small backpacks that allow you to unload the donkey when the children are tired or carry the extra

luggage that the donkey can not carry.
Garbage bags for puting your clothes: garbage bags are very light, waterproof, solid and space-saving: it's even better

than a backpack or a gym bag. Suitcases to avoid absolutely.
 

What you do not need
you do not need towels, sheets or sleeping bags

You do not need picnic material, everything will be provided with pic nic of the first day
games for children (there is everything you need for accommodation)



Prepare yourself
 
This itinerary is unaccompanied and under your own responsibility. For the good progress of your hike, all the
indications and the adequate material will be provided to you.
We remind you that a donkey walks a steady step between 2.5 and 4 km / h, which allows you to take your time,
contemplate the landscape and stay cool. So if you want a sporty walk: choose another hiking solution.
But you are, obviously, the only judges of your abilities of autonomy and resistance: physical endurance, weather,
presence of animals, modification of the ground etc ... choose a hike according to that.
We decline any responsibility in case of error on your part concerning the orientation (error or change of route) or
the management of the time (departure too late in the morning, picnic break too long ...).
 
In the month before you leave, you will receive:
• The list of accommodations,
• The hiking book and all useful information (variants, distances, walking time ...),
• The hiking maps in pdf (but we will provide them in A4 format laminated on arrival)
• The itinerary in .gpx format for GPS (sending on simple request by internet),
 

It seems obvious to us that a minimum knowledge of reading IGN maps is important. We have only french web site or
youtube video, but I'm sure you'll find some really good one in your langage : it can be a good idea if you're not a map
specialist!!!!



To travel to Burgundy, to the village of Melay (be carreful : 71340 because there is 3 Melay in France!)
 
BOUGRES D'ÂNES
Lieu dit Putinat
71340 MELAY
Tel : 00 33 (0)3 85 84 16 70 ou 00 33 (0)6 33 97 91 54
 
By car: With Google Map plot your route by typing "bougres d'ânes" as place of arrival
 
By road, 7h south of Brussels and Bruges, 3h west of Geneva, 4h south of Paris, 2h south west of Dijon, 1h30
south west of Chalon sur saone, 1h30 northwest of Lyon, 1h west of Macon, and 20 minutes north of Roanne.
 
To find us easy 3 km before your arriving : 
From Melay take direction Briennon. About 3 km after you cross the canal (do not follow your GPS if it makes you
turn right BEFORE the canal), then make about 150 meters and cross the canal again on the small bridge painted
in blue (window panel on the Loire and Donkeys) (it goes!) Then take the path that goes right after right.
From Iguerande: at the traffic lights towards Melay, at the next crossroads (after crossing the Loire), turn right
towards melay (donkey bush sign), then after about 1 km, cross the canal passing on the small footbridge painted
in blue (donkey and window panel on the Loire) (it goes!) Then take the path that goes right after right.
 
By train :
From Paris, book TGV from Paris - Gare de Lyon to Marcigny (TGV to Le Creusot Montchanin TGV station, then bus
to Marcigny): taxi to Melay
From Lyon, book TER from Lyon to Marcigny (TER to Roanne, then bus to Pouilly sous Charlieu): taxi to Melay
 
SNCF information: 08 92 35 35 35
 
Bus company for the Le Creusot - Montchanin TGV station shuttle in Roanne: +33 (0) 4 77 68 30 00
 


